Dual fuel tank switch wiring

You might be a professional that wishes to try to find references or fix existing problems.
Whatever you are, we attempt to bring the content that matches just what you are searching for.
You may originate from a search engine, then find this internet site. This subject is a lot of
people searching on the web, therefore we collect images from different reputable resources as
well as understand in their area. The outcomes of the gathering are uploaded on this internet
site. Here are a few of the leading drawings we receive from numerous resources, we hope
these pictures will work to you, and hopefully very pertinent to what you desire about the Chevy
Truck Dual Tank Fuel Wiring Diagram is. This photo we have filteringed system from good
produce the very best picture, but what do you think? We intend to make an internet site helpful
for many people. If the picture above is not extremely clear, please click the image you want to
increase the size of, after that you will be taken to one more web page to display a more clear
and also bigger photo, you will certainly likewise exist info from gambvar. At the end of this
website there is additionally a Chevy Truck Dual Tank Fuel Wiring Diagram picture gallery, if the
photo above is not enough for you. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. Forums New posts
Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Members Current visitors New
profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the weather been in your neck of the
woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would appreciate it. JavaScript
is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Can anyone help with the wiring for dual tanks. Thread starter sailor32 Start date
Oct 6, Location NC. I aquired a '77 Scottsdale, 4x4, short bed, , with dual tanks and at the
selector valve underneath the truck it has a wire disconnected. The fuel gauge does not work,
neither does the tank selection switch in the cab. It has one wire connected to each tank for the
sending units, and one going to the selector valve which has 12v , the one thats not connect is
either a very light pink or tank no stripe's that I can tell. I've searched everywhere I can think of
and looked all over the net, but can't locate a diagram on the wiring for it. Wyldman, responded
sometime back about someone intstalling a dual tank setup under a truck with a single tank
originally and would send them the diagram for the wiring. So hopefully one of you can help, it
would be greatly apprieciated. Thank you, Randy. Location Brampton,Ontario,Canada. I can
probably dig up the wiring diagram when I get back into the shop. I have to head out to deliver a
salter to one of the other members,and won't be back in until tommorow. I'll dig it up then. If you
don't hear from me,just remind me tommorow. Location San Antonio, Texas. I have the wiring
diagram at home in the book for my '75, but the '77 is probably the same. However, I'm at work
and all this is from memory. The tan colored wire is the sending unit wire. The wire goes from
the instrument panel through the firewall and then down behind the distributor and across to
the passenger side of the truck. From there it goes down the firewall and follows the frame rail
back to the passenger side gas tank which is the main tank. If you have dual tanks, there is a
connector in the tan wire, inside the frame rail back near the gas tank. This is where the dual
tank switch wire connects in to the passenger side tank and to the gauge wire. From the dash
switch you have five wires. One goes to power red with white? If you can follow my explanation
above, you realize that the tan gauge wire has a very convoluted path from the gauge, through
the switch, and back to the tanks. Rick Loncosky Senior Member. Location Hey it would be
great if you post the wiring diagram. If you send it out individually, I'd like a copy. It would be a
great help. They cut the under hood wires at the junk yard. I'll see if I can get my scanner to
work on the diagrams. If not, they are simple enough that I can probably just draw it up and post
it. I found two fuel tank wiring diagrams in my GM repair manual. One matched my truck and the
donor truck, but the other has a completely different switch and wiring. I found an '81 in the
junkyard that matched my '75, so I can't figure out the pattern of which trucks use which wiring.
I'll post both diagrams. You probably want to get the donor truck's metal crossover lines when
you pull the tanks. This means you only need very short rubber lines to connect to the tanks.
You have an HD truck, so it probably can use a 3 port. In the cab floor pan there are two holes
not rust and on the passenger side someone had a piece of wire pig tailed to another wire that
ran along under the carpet to the driverside under where your feet would sit. So if thats the one
disconnected is to return to the gauge cluster, anyone have a clue as to were. Being that I have
the cluster loose to check for just that, but cannot find a cut or loose wire, and after following
the run from the gauge back to the plug it does have a tan wire there, but it goes down to the
plug for the ignition switch and thats were I lose the wire. Being that I do not wish to dismantle
the steering collumn as well. Thanks for the suggestion's so far. And it would be a great thing to
post the diagram somewhere for others in the future. I've edited this diagram down to kb, but
am still having trouble posting it. Let me try again. I have a similar wiring diagram,but it's like 4
pages long,and it's hard to even scan it,let alone shrink it all down to fit. I think most of the
description here of the gauge circuits are correct,except my diagram show the wiring to the fuel

gauge is pink,not tan. The wiring diagram is from my '75 manual, but it also matched the donor
'81 that I got a fuel tank and switch from. I found a couple of trucks in the junkyard that had
different tank wiring than mine, but I didn't check them out carefully. I did notice that they had
fewer wires through the firewall and fewer wires connected to the dash switch. It worked!
Thanks alot for the help the diagram was right on the money, now gauge works for both tanks.
With only one slight problem, with the headlights, and radio on the fuel gauge whips about a
quarter inch. But, that I can accept much better than one that doesn't function at all. Once again
thanks a ton for all the help you guys are great. Sincerely, Randy. Location Ft. Bragg, NC. I've
got two different diagrams of how to wire these tanks, one of which is posted in this thread.
Previous owner installed a second tank and said the gauge works, but needs wired up, all wires
are tagged. But the tags are not readable and the way it looks like a cross between the two
diagrams. The first part of the circuit coming off the control switch has 4 wires running out the
firewall and down to the tanks I'm confused about what you mean by control switch vs. The
solenoid under the truck should only have one wire connected, which is the 12v power wire.
However, I'll try to explain the wiring. The dash-mounted switch has five wires: Four go through
the firewall: left tank sender, right tank sender, fuel gauge this wire goes through the firewall,
into the engine wiring loom, and then back through the firewall to the gauge , and the 12v power
to the selenoid under the truck. The last wire connected to the switch is the 12v power feed,
which leads over to the fuse box. The dash switch is a double pole, double throw switch. If the
switch is thrown to main tank it does not connect anything the center is connected to the open
terminal ; if it is set to aux, the center terminal 12v is connected to the line that runs to the
solenoid under the truck. This activates the solenoid and switches the lines to the aux tank.
Bruce bowtie said:. It has plug with 5 wires coming off it, although none of them are hooked up
to anything. So the only thing I can think of is that someone tried to hook up that other gas tank
by putting on that big "fuel tank selector valve", as it is called in one schematic, when they
should have used the soleniod, as i see used in a different schematic. So I guess, what I'm
going to do is apply 12v to each of the 5 wires coming from the selector valve and see if doing
so will switch over to the other tank, and then I'll just wire it up as if it were just the soleniod and
ignore the other 4 wires I've attached the two wiring diagrams I've found that I'm working off of I
guess they're just different years I picked up a replacement solenoid at the junkyard last month,
and there were a lot of dual tank trucks in the yard. All of them had a similar solenoid
arrangement, so I just picked a truck that had a six port solenoid that would switch both the fuel
feed and fuel return lines. Switching to a standard setup might be easier than figuring out what
you already have. Alright, trying to find a solenoid to replace the thing I've got under there The
parts store said they've got one type that is for use with return lines, and one that isn't And just
plug the line that's supposed to be a return for the other tank? Or should you T the return line
so it just returns to both tanks? My original setup was a dealer-added aux tank, and it used a
three port solenoid and a T in the return line. However, it always seemed to return to only one
tank, so sometimes it seemed that I was filling one tank from the other through the return line.
This made it very hard to figure out gas mileage. I switched to the six port solenoid last month
because it should make it easier to keep track of how much gas I have in each tank. Gotcha, I'll
have to go junkyarding soon! Im having a problem with my fuel gauges an switch not working
can someone please help me it's in a 76 gmc, I'm not sure if it was a dual setup at first but all
the wires are the colors for a dual set up same for the plug. Richard Junior Member. Okay I have
a problem need the whole wiring diagrams for a 76 c30 with both tanks that has cable switch
over valve here is pitchers of the unit don't want to convert it the valve works just won't read
either tanks someone said it had a taggo switch. You must log in or register to reply here.
Register or Log In To remove these advertisements. None of the systems are rocket science to
repair once you understand what makes em tick. On all three systems Only one tank at a time is
valved open to the output port. The return line should be routed to the tank that fuel is being
drawn from. If you mix up the return lines you can overfill the tank not being used. Hosing down
the guy in the next lane with raw fuel may not garner a friendly reaction. Feed and, if equipped,
Return. NOTE: It's worth noting the systems likely all have return lines. I haven't run into one
without. If you google it you'll find a thread on Chris's board about the valves with pictures of
this setup. This is LONG obsolete. The wiring diagrams list the cable system and then NL2 in
separate panes. In GM added a retained power relay to keep the valve energized in the AUX
position while cranking. These are not being produced by Delco or any other manufacturer. If
you feel like spending big bucks search that part number they occasionally show up on evilbay.
Folks have used the Pollack valves but generally they butcher the wiring. This selects which
sender is routed to the dash gauge. This is so it can't be plugged in backwards. It has one
power wire from the fuse panel, or a relay in , on the centre common terminal and a green wire
that routes power to the solenoid valve when the switch is set in the AUX position. This is a

depiction of the internal switch action. Contrasting color diagram to show function Not GM wire
harness colors The wire colors vary by year and can be found in the wiring diagrams for your
year truck. It'll be easier to answer your questions. And please let us know if and how your
repairs were successful. Last edited by hatzie; at AM. These are still being produced by Pollack
on Jan 1st The "universal" valves that claim they're three port usually have all three return line
ports capped. You can use either just be sure to cap any unused ports to keep dirt out of the
valve guts. The later motorized valve remains in the last switched position unlike the earlier
solenoid valves. The originals were rated for lower pressures. Electrical; The Pollack valve uses
five of six cavities in a Six position Weatherpack plug. A-E are used. F is plugged with a seal.
Internal to the valve are two diodes to prevent power being routed to the motor from D or E once
the valve shuttle has reached the end of its' travel. The motorized valve has a SPDT switch to
control which sender feeds the gauge shortening the wiring considerably. This wire runs to the
molded sender wire connector on the RH frame rail. This allowed GM to just drop in the NL2 as
a sub harness without having two main harnesses. Motorized tank switch details GM used a
proprietary switch but this exposes what the GM switch actually is doing. Two of the switch
contacts do not have terminals. These contacts are bridged back to the other switched
terminals diagonally across the switch. Output to the DC motor in the valve comes from the
common terminals of the switch. Power and Ground run to one switched terminal of each half of
the switch. The motor then stops til the dash switch is toggled back to the opposite position.
You can see below that On the RV series TBI trucks the selected fuel pump receives Power on
the wire from the switch so it will activate because it has power and the shared frame ground.
The UN-Selected pump receives Ground on the wire from the switch thus shutting it down
because it now has two ground wires and no power. The following three panes should be pretty
decent visuals of what I was saying with the last two above bullets. Change it if the wiring looks
OK and the valve doesn't work. I never have been able to figure out why GM used a centre off
switch on the early 80's trucks The Pollack motorized fuel valve always had the over-travel
protection diodes and switch built in. IMHO it's a problem child because of the momentary
action. I'd never seen a locator on the switches til I got saddled with that one. Another board
member has ended up with one as well so it's not a one off occurrence It's easily remedied.
Remove the terminal and cut a clearance notch in the plastic connector to slide past the locator
lump then re-seat the connector. Or buy a different switch. Year specific information can be
found in the Emissions and Driveability service publications. You can find them in my manuals
post. Fuel Pump relay without the transmission kickdown relay. You can see the pump test
terminal dangling beside the split loom. More pictures of the harness plug behind the
instrument panel are in this thread. This picture also includes a transmission kickdown relay
mounted next to the fuel pump relay. The kickdown relay is supposed to be mounted nearer the
RH side of the engine bay US passengers' side on the tabs. The two relays are the same part
and it's been 30 years, give or take, since it rolled off the assembly line The ECM will energize
the fuel pump relay coil as long as the engine is cranking or running and the ECM is receiving
distributor reference pulses. If there are no reference pulses the ECM will cut power to the fuel
pump relay coil within 2 seconds after ignition ON. As a backup system to the fuel pump relay,
the fuel pump can also be turned on by the oil pressure switch. The oil pressure switch is,
normally, open and closes when oil pressure reaches about 28 kPa 4 psi. Fuel Pump Power
through this switch is also cut if the engine stops running as the oil pressure will drop. If the
fuel pump relay fails, the oil pressure switch will run the fuel pump to allow you to drive to a
safe location and repair the problem. You will experience extended cranking times because the
fuel pump will not run at all til the starter builds oil pressure. This will shorten oil pressure
switch and starter lifespans if the failed fuel pump relay is not diagnosed and corrected. The
pump will deliver fuel to the Throttle Body where the system pressure is controlled to about 9 to
13 psi. Excess fuel is returned to the fuel tank by the pressure regulator. A Hot fuel module is
used on all 7. The dual tank switch harness connects switch power at the "Bulkhead
Connector", replacing the fuel pump power wire with the NL2 harness, in the below Fuel Pump
Relay schematic. As long as the orignal NL2 sub harness is in one piece There's no need to pull
new wiring into the truck and there's no need to butcher the existing sub harness so it's
irreversible. If the TBI senders are no longer serviceable you can liberate the wiring needed for
the changeover from the senders. Unplug the two position Weatherpak sender plug from the
NL2 harness in the truck. Leave the truck harness alone til you plug in your new sender pigtails.
Cut the 2 wires routed to the 2 position Weatherpaks off the at the top of the TBI senders with at
least 6" of wire. Purchase or otherwise source a molded GM fuel sender pin connector with at
least 12" of wire. Connect the molded pin plug pigtail to the sender wire on the Weatherpak plug
you liberated in step 3. Loop the end of the fuel pump wire over 1" and cover it with adhesive
heatshrink to seal the end. Tape the fuel pump wire to the sender wire and cover the resulting

sender pigtail with split poly loom. Plug the two position Weatherpak plugs into the truck
harness and the tank. Plug the tank ground you made in step 1 onto the tank sender ring
ground tang. If the senders and fuel pumps are serviceable You can sell them or give em to
someone that needs em. You still need to make up the pigtails but it's not difficult. If your
senders are working and you aren't comfortable crimping Weatherpak terminals and seals onto
a wire you can buy Weatherpak repair pigtails and make them up just as you would've with
cutoffs from the original senders. I'd just roll the connectors from scratch but I have the tools
and the parts onhand. Slip some expanding mesh sleeve over the molded pin connector pigtail
leaving 2" uncovered wire then strip and crimp the Weatherpak seals and terminals on the ends.
Make up two black sender to frame ground wires that will reach Strip and crimp the ring
terminals on one end, slide some expanding mesh over the wire leaving 2" uncovered then strip
and crimp on the Female disconnect terminal. Insert the cavity seal in the fuel pump power wire
position of the Weatherpak shell. This safely terminates the connection without chopping it off
the truck harness. Insert the Weatherpak terminal in the sender position of the Weatherpak
shell. Plug the parts into the truck and test. It's fairly easy to retrofit and or update to a later
model system. This is a picture of the molded pin connector in the fuel gauge wire near the
valve courtesy of Dukagora. I believe it's the same connector as the end that plugs into the pin
on the senders. You can swap a motorized Pollack valve sub harness into a truck. You need the
entire later model NL2 sub harness soup to nuts Two wires run through the firewall to the valve
and one wire from terminal B of the valve to the RH frame rail disconnect of the "production
tank" sender wire. BTW I've used the Delphi Packard 56 switch plug for a system on a generic
polarity reversing switch and rolled my own harness to convert a single tank truck to a dual
tank truck. The toggle pointed to the enabled tank so no bezel was required. Last edited by
hatzie; at PM. Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation. Awesome info. Thanks for
sharing. Specifically, I just want to know if using a vented cap will prevent any issues if I remove
my charcoal canister and use the vent line for my EFI return line. The vapor lines are tiny. I'd
keep the charcoal canister. It'll keep the garage from smelling like gasoline in the summer. You
can simplify to a 's three hose can. Get the TBI senders for the later tank that already have
return lines That's what I did with my TBI had the in-tank fuel pump hanging from the sender.
Last edited by wjjeeper; at PM. Nice writeup. I bought a switch and valve for my 81 because the
right tank will fill when using the left tank as the draw even though my fuel pump only has 1
inlet and one outlet to the Holley. It baffles me. But now I can check the wiring and hoses when I
replace them. If there are return lines at the senders i was thinking of running a hose up high to
a fuel filter as a breather. I might have a charcoal can on one of my parts trucks that I can use
instead. It's real easy to swap the returns such that you're filling the un-selected tank from the
engine fuel return. I always double check the hoses on the LH side and RH side of the valve are
coming from the same sender hoses. Green and Blue painters tape makes good assembly
identification. I'm not saying it's impossible to leak past the return o-rings on the valve shuttle
but it would be very unusual. This will likely fix the problem. Then you can take the replacement
parts back to the store. Originally Posted by Fuelster. Hatzie, Thank you for the diagrams and
info as I've swapped a 5. I purchased the 87' baffled tanks along with 87' sending units and
Walbro pumps all already installed. My original harness obviously lacks power for the pumps as
it ran off of a mechanical. I visited Painless today and one of their engineers drew a diagram for
wiring up to the OEM switch as long as the FiTech system supplies the 12v power. My question
is simple, is there a vendor that I can source an 87' harness so that I can "plug and play" the
wires on the 87' sending units thereby powering my in-tank pumps and sending units when
switching tanks or will I be relegated to fabricating my own harness???? Any help would be
greatly appreciated. FYI I'm new to all of this! Father passed away and I felt compelled to
attempt a frame off on the only "NEW" truck he ever owned Thanks in advance! Originally
Posted by Popeye I messaged you that I offer ready to run dual tank harnesses for your exact
application-let me know if you need one! Pic is for reference regarding one if many versions of
the harnesses I have on hand for this setup. Attached Images. Awesome Awesome Awesome,
this should be a sticky Read the first post for how the gauge circuit works on the pre system.
The existing solenoid valve will not handle the pressure for the LS fuel injection. You can't
easily use the existing early dual tank wiring. The easiest solution is to find or fab a NL2 sub
harness. The newer switch is probably larger than the hole. You're going to have to file it larger.
Added more information on Fuel Pump relay. Corrected info on hot start module. I knew I saved
this thread for a reason. I am trying to figure a couple things out to troubleshoot my system.
First, it was hard to switch tanks, sometimes not work at all and the fuel gauge isn't reading
accurately. I noticed the dash switch was kinda sloppy so I replaced it. It helped the switching
back a little but, the fuel gauge still isn't right. I think its odd both tanks are reading the same
error - what is the common denominator that would cause that to happen? Also, it isnt the

original motor If it was just one tank I'd look at the sender or wiring but this is the same on both
tanks and it's exactly the same on both tanks What's the same no matter which tank is
selected??? The fuel gauge and the sender wire from terminal B of the valve to the gauge. The
only way to get less resistance in this circuit is for the wire insulation to be rubbed through and
make an intermittent ground connection. That's unlikely to be repeatable over time. I'd say it's
probably the gauge itself. Originally Posted by hatzie. So, I started the truck this morning and
the gas gauge read right on full I miss my 67 c10 so bad right now! All times are GMT The time
now is AM. Contact Us - chevytrucks. Web chevytrucks. User Name. Remember Me? Site
Merchandise FAQ. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 5. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by hatzie. Re:
Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation Awesome info. Find More Posts by SunSoaked. Re:
Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation The vapor lines are tiny. Find More Posts by
wjjeeper. Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation Nice writeup. Find More Posts by
farmall. Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation It's real easy to swap the returns such
that you're filling the un-selected tank from the engine fuel return. Re: Dual fuel tank systems
theory of operation This is excellent. I needed to know this stuff. Find More Posts by Fuelster.
Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation Thanks a lot for this great info! Find More Posts
by Bob Q. Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation Added TBI fuel pump relay
information. Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation Hatzie, Thank you for the diagrams
and info as I've swapped a 5. Find More Posts by Popeye Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of
operation Great post, thanks for the info. Find More Posts by Danmcg. Re: Dual fuel tank
systems theory of operation Quote: Originally Posted by Popeye Hatzie, Thank you for the
diagrams and info as I've swapped a 5. Posts: 4, Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation
Popeye Find More Posts by gmachinz. Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation Awesome
Awesome Awesome, this should be a sticky Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation ok I
am still having trouble figuring out how to get my dual tanks and fuel gauge to work in my 77 k
with a 6. Find More Posts by 4x4k Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of operation Read the first
post for how the gauge circuit works on the pre system. Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of
operation Added more information on anti-vaporlock hot start module. Re: Dual fuel tank
systems theory of operation Added more information on Fuel Pump relay. Re: Dual fuel tank
systems theory of operation I knew I saved this thread for a reason. Re: Dual fuel tank systems
theory of operation If it was just one tank I'd look at the sender or wiring but this is the same on
both tanks and it's exactly the same on both tanks Re: Dual fuel tank systems theory of
operation Quote: Originally Posted by hatzie If it was just one tank I'd look at the sender or
wiring but this is the same on both tanks and it's exactly the same on both tanks Re: Dual fuel
tank systems theory of operation HA! Digg del. Posting Rules. Forums New posts Search
forums. What's new New posts New media New resources Latest activity. Media New media New
comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current
visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
rmurray Start date Jun 5, Joined Apr 17, Messages I want to figure out my fuel system. I have
two gas tanks on each side. At the helm, there is a 3-position toggle switch. I have one fuel
gauge. It will register when the switch is set to "Port", but then it doesn't register for the other
two settings. At the back, the fuel hoses from the tanks go into a small unit at the transom
regulator? The 3-position toggle switch has six connectors at the back. I want to check and
possibly rewire the whole system to make sure it works correctly. I would prefer to be able to
draw fuel only from the selected tank on the toggle and have this specific tank's level show in
the gauge. I'm an experienced Do-it-yourselfer with limited boat experience. Joined Nov 20,
Messages 12, I've got 2 tanks. The main tank is 92 gallons and the reverse is Both tanks have
senders and they are wired basically as you describe with "off "being my center position. I have
no idea how you would incorporate something into the tank selection valve that would give you
feedback as to which position the valve is in unless you want to spend quite a few bucks in the
process. It's easier just to remember which one of two tanks I'm riunning on at the time. Chris
Supreme Mariner. Joined Mar 25, Messages 23, My friend's 30 footer had the dual motors, dual
fuel tanks stbd, port and a single fuel gauge on a two position switch. He could switch the
gauge between the two tanks. It sounds like your set up. If so, you want to use both tanks at the
same time, so you do not get a list as one tank gets empty. Since the two motors should use
about the same amount of fuel, toggling the gauge between the tanks is not necessary, until you
start to run low. You should fix the sender or wiring on the non-working tank. I do not think the
center position is for both senders, since an average fuel level is not important. You need to see
if your two tanks are independent of each other. The hose should run to an independent water

seperator, and then to the motor. If not, I would suspect someone has modified the set up. QC
Supreme Mariner. Joined Mar 22, Messages 22, Although I agree with Chris, most boats are not
setup that way. I have had two boats with twin "saddle" tanks one on each side. No "common"
for both though. Again I agree with Chris, not helpful, necessary or desirable. First one had a
single tee where both lines came in and then a single line went to the water separator and then
the engine. There was no way to isolate the two tanks to draw from one at at time other than I
guess a vice grip on one of the lines. I installed the tee and made sure both lines were the same
length and she drew fuel down equally, it was wonderful, I loved it. It would only draw down
from one tank at a time as the valve had no "both" setting. Again, single gauge, port or
starboard switch for the gauge, no common. Because of my previous experience with a boat
that would draw fuel evenly from both tanks I pursued the same with this one despite warnings
here that it would not work. Anyway, I bought a rather expensive, but also manual, valve that
allows port, starboard or both. Ok, so I see how the listing of the boat could be a problem. I
guess I assumed that switching to "Port" meant that only the port tank was being used. After
reading the posts, it appears that both tanks are probably being used, the switch just allows me
to check the levels in each tank because I only have one gauge. Is that right? It probably is a
water separator at the back and it is pretty close to being exactly in the middle of both tanks. I
thought it might be some kind of electric valve that was controlling the fuel flow from each tank,
but now I doubt it. I still have to inspect it. At this point, I'll just try and get the sender in the
starboard tank to register on the gauge. Hopefully I can figure out the toggle switch and all the
wires that attach to it. Thanks for the info!!! Probably 2 mpg I'm gessing. I figure that out soon.
Thanks again QC. I'm off to Mead Thurs morning! I'll skip a rock for ya Joined Feb 23, Messages
Mine is set up like yours with two tanks, one guage. There is a solinoid valve for each tank just
before the "T". Normally closed, the each valve opens when the switched is flipped to that side
tank. I start with both tanks filled, run one to half empty, then switch to the other until it is
empty, then switch back to the first tank. You should be able to hear the solinoids click when
you switch it back and forth. It helps to position the toggle lever so that it points to the tank it
opens when you flip it, instead of up and down. Not sure of the wiring diagram, sorry. Maybe I
can photo the back side of my panel. I had a similar problem when I resurrected my boat no
reading from one side. After hearing the "click at each solinoid, I then checked that I was getting
12 volts to the senders on each tank as the lever was flipped. I finally had to pull the sender out
of the tank and work the lever had not been used for about ten years , then all was good.
Silvertip Supreme Mariner. Joined Sep 22, Messages 28, Here is a schematic for a dual
temperature sender configuration. Just substitue the temp sensors for your fuel level sender in
each fuel tank. Three terminals are used on the switch and there is no center off although there
could be. The second set of three terminals on your switch might just be to control an electrical
fuel selector setup. You need to figure that out and get back to us. For all we know someone
might have added two electric fuel pumps which is another bad idea if there is no dead engine
shut off protection. You must log in or register to reply here. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Vehicles without fuel return lines.
Can be used for either gasoline or diesel fuels. Note: Fuel injections systems and diesel
systems commonly have in-tank pressure pumps. Vacuum not to exceed 8 PSI. The selector
valve must be located between the Fuel Pump and the Fuel Tanks. Not for systems using intank
fuel pumps or pumps located between the tanks and valve. Note: Fuel injection systems and
diesel fuel systems commonly have intank pressure pumps. Vacuum not to exceed 8 P. Not for
marine applications. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 6 hrs and 59 mins Details. Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from Amazon Sold by autopartssupplygroup Details. Ships from. Sold by.
Add a gift receipt for easy returns. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Sold by autopartssupplygroup and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping.
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